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This book provides a wealth of practical guidance on building and painting realistic model naval
ships aimed at those who are new to this hobby through to the experienced modeller. An in-
depth look at the creation of four models is included: the Type 45 destroyer HMS Daring
(Dragon), the pre-war aircraft carrier USS Wasp (Aoshima), the River-class frigate HMS Nadder
(Starling Models) and the 'pocket battleship' Admiral Graf Spee (Academy). With a focus on the
popular kit scales of 1/700 and 1/350 in the waterline style, this book demonstrates the
techniques used in building model ships, from the basic to the more complex, larger-scale
models requiring many differing skills. There are chapters on the fundamentals such as building
resin kits, painting and weathering, rigging and creating a water effect. It provides guidance on
more advanced techniques such as the use of photo-etched parts and creating rough-water
effects. Finally, it is packed with helpful tips and finishing touches, such as making flags and how
to take professional-standard photographs of your completed model.

About the AuthorMike McCabe has been building models for fifty years, with half of that time
almost exclusively on model ships. As the owner of Starling Models - a producer of resin kits -
and the winner of numerous competition medals, as well as a judge at international shows, he is
uniquely placed to pass on his knowledge and experience. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Justin Stefanski, “Great for all levels. I am a true novice at scale modeling, only three ships in,
and I found this book to be very beneficial. It is well written, void of fluff and very pragmatic. The
thorough descriptions of the process and the tools needed are excellent. I also see this book
being a great resource at any level of experience. I have it next to my work area and reference it
often. The photos are also great and are of good quality. I would highly recommend this book for
anyone who builds ships.”

Paul Moore, “Excellent tips for scale model ship building!. There a lot of good tips in this book for
someone like me that is a new scale model ship builder. But I can pick out two tips in particular
that made ALL the difference in my first ship build. It was WELL WORTH IT! Very glad I
purchased this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great introduction to ship modelling.. I am an armour modeller who has
wanted to dabble in ship modelling but had so far previous publications on the subject failed to
inspire me to start building. This book by Mike McCabe is very easy to follow for a novice like
myself.”

Peter Messervy, “great tips, even for experts.. Well produced, excellent illustrations and a wealth
of guides and tips. Not only that it is well written. I highly recommend it for any ship modeller
regardless of what else you have read.”

Robert Housden, “Good modelling book. Very well written and laid out, one of the best of its type
by a master ship modeller.Lots of useful stuff for beginners and experienced model makers.”

alasdair1532, “As it states on the box. An excellent guide to modelling small scale warships
presented in a well written format with clear illustrations. Highly recommended.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 37 people have provided feedback.
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